This summer, meet 6 women who love themselves and love life,
inspiring us all to enjoy our brainywoman-ness!
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Mind, Body & Soul of a Woman She loves herself and loves life - here's how she does it

I've really wondered what all the fuss over Gwynnie was about, until I watched Spain on
the road Again, her show on PBS. Part travelogue, part cooking show, you see her
enjoying a country she clearly loves –she speaks fluent Spanish; her foodie friends in
tow –including celebrity chef Mario Batali; with all the panache of a true celebrity, albeit
a pretty down-to-Earth one. It's easy to be impressed.
Gwyneth Paltrow, American actress and singer, winner of the Oscar for Best Actress, a
Golden Globe and two Screen Actors Guild Awards for Shakespeare in Love; married to
rocker Chris Martin, lead vocalist of Coldplay; mom to children Apple and Moses, überbuzz builder for her turn on FOX's Glee as the talented substitute teacher Holly Holliday
-the girl can sing; the fresh new face of the food world, gracing the June cover of Bon
Appetit magazine … Gwynnie, who's been criticized as "snobby, particularly un-selfaware" as well as praised as "a consummate professional and a highly skilled actress
who appears to possess everything necessary to achieve super stardom," has done all
this in just a few short years. She's the epitome of a brainywoman, and we applaud her!
Yes, this 38-year-old has accomplished quite a lot, and she's poised to succeed with
even more. The daughter of the late film director Bruce Paltrow and Tony awardwinning actress Blythe Danner, she's now added "author" to her kudos. She's just
published a new cookbook, My Father's Daughter –which Bon Appetit considers
"legitimately good; the work of a passionate home cook who knows her stuff." And as
blogger extraordinaire of her increasingly popular Goop, self-defined as a weekly
newsletter to share recipes, personal travel notes and advice, she asks subscribers,
"Do you have something we should MAKE, GO to, GET, DO, BE or SEE? Please
contact us." This pretty much covers it all. And even though reports of a record deal
after the success of her movie, Country Strong, seem to be heading south, it's hard not
to believe she'll be a closer in the music business, too.

Write a personal essay for brainywoman Stories
and we'll get you published!
brainywoman.com

How does she do it? Well, if ever there is a woman who loves herself and loves life,
it's Gwyneth Paltrow. And that's how she does it.
-Janet Muniz

brainywoman.com
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Fashionista Woman She's got a style all her own

Write a personal essay
for brainywoman
Stories and we'll get
you published!

Sheryll's Story
The fashion and beauty fields are a passion for Sheryll Fraze. After graduating
from the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York, she worked as a designer
on 7th Avenue before moving to California.
Much is written about recycling paper and plastic, but what are the best ways to
recycle clothing and make sure it doesn't end up in landfills? Sheryll Fraze can
help.
Organize with a Sorting Bin
Just like you do for paper and plastic, create a receptacle for old clothing and
textiles to donate or discard.
Repurpose as Cleaning Rags
Cut up absorbent items like cottons or knits into squares to make cleaning rags.
Thrift Store Finds
Take old clothing and textiles local thrift stores that have a "rag bin." The stores
resell old fabrics in bulk to manufacturing industries for a variety of purposes.

Sheryll founded her first company, Hot Accent™ in 2004, to help busy women
like herself organize and protect their wardrobe investment. What started out as
a line of satin bags to protect lingerie and other delicates evolved into a collection
of wardrobe organizers and care products. A popular item is her chiffon makeup
and hair guard used by her clients, retailers and their customers to prevent
makeup stains on clothes while dressing or trying them on.
This success inspired her to create a disposable, inexpensive version. Sheryll
researched and finally found a factory to create her makeup guard prototype.
After over a year in development, the Garment Saver™ was born. It slips over
the head, acting as a protective barrier that keeps makeup from smudging
clothes.

Give it Away
Research charitable organizations like Goodwill Industries International, The
Salvation Army and Dress For Success that accept and resell donated items to
support a variety of programs that help the less fortunate.

"We believe in helping people make the most of their wardrobe selections,
whatever
their budget, style or wardrobe needs," Sheryll says. "We offer helpful tips and
fun, innovative products that let our customers enjoy their purchases and recycle
them once they're no longer in use."

Learn the Fine Art of Consignment
This is a great way to get cash for your gently worn items – start an account with
your local consignment ship.

Recently, all Hot Accent™ products have been integrated into the Garment
Saver™ brand, to provide customers with a unified, growing range of options to
organize and protect their wardrobe ... with style!

brainywoman.com
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Woman Traveler She seeks out adventure in every corner of the globe

Marybeth Bond is The Gutsy Traveler.
No really, Marybeth is the traveler behind the
popular resource for women's adventures –
The Gutsy Traveler. You can find all sorts of
great advice and ideas for getaways to exotic
destinations by air, land and sea –or bicycle,
if that floats your boat- from visiting the
United States to spiritual spots in the
Universe. Marybeth is also the award-winning
author/editor of 11 books, including the best
sellers 50 Best Girlfriend Getaways in North
America, A Woman’s World and Gutsy
Women. Some say she is the nation's
preeminent expert on women's travel.
You could have seen her as a featured guest
on the Oprah Winfrey Show or ABC News or
National Geographic Weekend; you could
have listened to her on National Public Radio,
too, since she has been interviewed by over
150 TV stations and 250 radio stations,
offering her expertise on all things travel
–especially travel for women, with family, solo
and adventure travel, and girlfriend getaways.
For Marybeth any kind of travel is good for
women's health.
Marybeth's destiny was put into motion the
day she left a successful corporate career,
put her possessions in storage and bought a
one-way ticket to Bangkok. She traveled
"single and solo" for two years around the
world. "It was during my travels that I
discovered the gutsy woman inside," she

brainywoman.com

"I share my passion,
not only for travel,
but for life itself."
says, "and I had the time of my life." Since
then, she has walked, hiked, climbed, cycled
and kayaked her way through six continents
and more than 70 countries, to the depths of
the Flores Sea to the summit of Mt.
Kilimanjaro, across the Himalayas and the
Sahara Desert –alone and with gal pals and
family, too. And when she's traveling home,
she heads for Northern California to her
husband and two daughters, and writes about
her experiences to help other gutsy travelers.
"As travelers, we all feel touched by the
kindness of strangers at some time on our
journeys," she says. "It is so easy to 'give
back' along the way, through volunteer work
or donations from home. I've taken school
supplies to Cambodia and Burma, carried
clothes for Nepalese orphans and donated to
very worthy non-profits." Marybeth continues
to crisscross the globe educating,
enlightening and empowering others to
explore it through travel.
-Janet Muniz

avel
Write about yourytrwoman
adventure for brainget you
Stories – we'll
published!
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Woman + Mate She shares her life with the ones she loves

It is rare to find a company that makes

Just what are Squeaky Shoes? Michelle sees

products that are just as amazing as the story

them as a fun and functional tool for teaching

behind its inspiration. Yet Itzy Bitzy fills the bill.

kids how to walk in heel to toe style. When kids

The company's adorable, affordable footwear and

step in this way, the shoes make a soft squeak,

accessories are garnering attention from parents

letting them know audibly they are doing it right.

and children nationwide, and behind these cute

And kids can hardly resist getting the shoes to

products is a greater calling: to raise awareness

make the noise, and quickly learn how to run and

and acceptance for children with physical

walk.

differences. Here's the inspiring story.
So, Michelle launches Itzy Bitzy with a line-up of
For Michelle Ruesch, life takes a complicated

ultra-adorable Squeaky Shoes for girls and boys,

turn when she gives birth to twin girls. Not only is

including Velcro sneakers, girly mary janes,

there going to be twice as many little feet running

fashionable snow-safe boots and comfortable

around, but her beautiful daughters Sydney is

sandals. Since then, Itzy Bitzy has grown to

born with Treacher Collins Syndrome, a genetic

include irresistible headbands and flower hair

disorder that causes the underdevelopment of

clips as well as flip flops.

the facial bones.
In an effort to support other families and

Write a personal
essay for
brainywoman
Stories
and we'll get you
published!
brainywoman.com

Michelle finds strength in her daughter's resilient

children struggling with physical differences,

spirit and searches for a way to bring a ray of

Michelle and her company donate a portion of

sunshine to others in similar situations. She soon

sales to Children's Craniofacial Association

finds the answer when her twins are learning to

among others. "I believe through education,

walk. The girls get Squeaky Shoes as gifts, and

our society will become more aware,

the shoes soon become their must-have

knowledgeable and accepting of these

footwear, but Michelle has trouble finding more

precious children," Michelle says, "and make

after the twins outgrew them. Expensive, with so-

their lives just a little easier."

so designs, Michelle sees her chance to stretch
her entrepreneurial wings and make a difference,
too.

brainywoman.com
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brainywoman of the Month She's Pretty, Sexy and Smart!

"This is an
amazing
acknowledgement
of the hard work
all of us
Mompreneurs
put into our
businesses while
balancing our
family lives."

Michelle Cazella is a decorated Mompreneur.
She is the inventor of a line of kids belts called Dapper Snappers, and her
business was just ranked in StartupNation.com's 2011 Leading Moms in
Business competition.
Michelle, a mother of two, owns and operates Toddler Tech USA,
manufacturer/distributor of Dapper Snappers worldwide. For the past three years,
she has worked hard to make Dapper Snappers Kids Belts a household name
while wearing her Mom hat full-time. Now, she's also busy inventing additions to
the line, including new designs and big kid belts.

Write a
personal
essay for
brainywoman
Stories and
we'll get you
published!

Millions of votes are cast in the annual competition and once again, Americans
have demonstrated its immense interest and support for moms building
businesses as they also tend to their families. "With startup rates at an all-time
high, these leading moms are leading the pack," says Rich Sloan, chief
startupologist and co-founder of StartupNation. "They're going after their business
opportunities and developing their innovative products and services with fervor."
StartupNation is a free service founded by entrepreneurs for entrepreneurs with
the intention of providing a one-stop shop for entrepreneurial success, including
blogs from a host of experts, podcasts, webcasts, eBooks such as Start Your Own
Mom Business, award-winning step-by-step advice and more.
After launching Dapper Snappers in 2008, Michelle decided to manufacture her
kids belts in the USA. Just one year ago, the Port Orange, FL Mom was making
them in her garage. Today, she runs a 2,000-squard-foot manufacturing facility and
employs seven people, selling Dapper Snappers in more than 200 stores
nationwide and in 14 countries.
"One of my dreams when I started this business was to help other Mompreneurs
launch their products, build their brands and become successful entrepreneurs,"
Michelle says. "As a recognized winner of StartupNation’s Leading Moms in
Business contest, I have the confidence to move forward with that dream."
Dream big, Michelle!

brainywoman.com
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Business Woman She has the mind of an entrepreneur and the heart to succeed

Actress, author and filmmaker Alana Stewart was presented with the True Grit Humanitarian
Award at the 26th annual Odyssey Ball, the yearly fundraising event that benefits the John
Wayne Cancer Institute (JWCI) at Saint John's Health Center in Santa Monica, CA. The award
recognizes individuals who embody the American values that were characteristic of John
Wayne. Alana joins past recipients Nancy Reagan, Larry King, Bonnie Hunt and others who
have demonstrated uncompromising integrity and commitment to the values of our great
country. "Alana is an extraordinary role model and a dedicated supporter of cancer research,"
chairman Patrick Wayne -and son of The Duke- says. "We honor this remarkable woman for
her generosity, commitment and contributions to our community."
Most notably, Alana Stewart is president of the Farrah Fawcett Foundation, with a mission to
provide funding for alternative methods of cancer research, prevention and awareness. In
2007, Alana began working with her dear friend Farrah Fawcett on the documentary Farrah's
Story: A Story of Life, Love and Friendship, which Alana filmed and produced, later airing on
NBC and nominated for television's Emmy Award. Alana's first book, My Journey with Farrah,
published in 2009 by Harper Collins, débuted at number nine on the New York Times bestseller list and a portion of proceeds are donated to the Foundation for cancer research.

Alana Stewart presenting
the True Grit Humanitarian Award

What are you meant to
do with your life? Join
brainywoman.com today
and submit your own
brainywoman Stories -

"We spoke many times
about the Foundation
and Farrah's vision for it,
and I hope to help that
vision come to fruition."
-Alana Stewart

Known as the ex-wife of actor George Hamilton and rocker Rod Stewart, Alana is a much-indemand speaker with numerous keynote engagements and talk show appearances across the
country discussing such diverse topics as her fight against cancer and beauty at any age.
The Odyssey Ball is organized by the John Wayne Cancer Institute Auxiliary, established in
1982 by two breast cancer survivors Noreen Nelson and Sandy Cohen. This year, the gala
celebrated "Hollywood Iconic Glamour," was chaired by Wendy Feldman, Teddi Gilderman
and Marisol Zarco and featured musical entertainment from Julianne Hough. Since its
inception, the event has raised over $17 million to support the John Wayne Cancer Institute's
life-saving cancer research and treatment programs.

brainywoman.com
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brainywoman Stories She's got great things to say

Write an article for
brainywoman Stories
and we'll get you published!

An essay is a short piece of writing often written from the author's personal point
of view. Readers love personal essays, because a good one can expand a
personal experience into a story with a more universal meaning, one that a
reader can relate to. After reading the last words, they can say to themselves,
"Wow, I'm not alone!" or "I really learned something about myself by reading
this."
However, the writer isn't writing the essay for an audience. Writing a personal
essay allows you to dig deeper and demand more from yourself. In the big
scheme of things, you can identify what makes your experience so compelling
and explore ways to express what you've learned –to yourself and to others.
You can discover how the "ordinary" details of your life can lead you to
extraordinary insights about your destiny … all in a literary fashion, in the telling
of a story while retaining the true integrity of your experience. Complete with
characterizations, dialogue, establishing a sense of place … anything you want
to include to tell your story in the best way possible.
Sound compelling? That's because personal essay writing is all the rage right
now. Just consider all the blogs out there just waiting to be read! It's an outlet for
your inner world, a rich, vibrant place where your dreams and desires live.
Writing personal essays forces you to be honest with yourself, too. There's no
getting around it, when you write it down.
Who are you? What do you want? What is your purpose?
Your personal vision is the main character of a personal essay. You shine. And
your story can inspire others.
So why not try it? Write a personal essay for brainywoman Stories and we'll
get you published!
-Janet Muniz

brainywoman.com
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Wonder and Anger
It's hard to imagine two emotions more different from one another.
And yet one can easily replace the other.
A sense of wonder and grinding anger can't co-exist.
Great innovations, powerful interactions and real art are often produced
by someone in a state of wonder.
Looking around with stars in your eyes and amazement at the tools
that are available to you
can inspire generosity and creativity and connection.
Anger, on the other hand, merely makes us smaller.
-Seth Godin

